Abstract Typically, relief generation from an input 3D scene is limited to either bas-relief or high-relief modeling. This paper presents a novel unified scheme for synthesizing reliefs guided by the geometric texture richness of 3D scenes; it can generate both basand high-reliefs. The type of relief and compression coefficient can be specified according to the user's artistic needs. We use an energy minimization function to obtain the surface reliefs, which contains a geometry preservation term and an edge constraint term. An edge relief measure determined by geometric texture richness and edge z-depth is utilized to achieve a balance between these two terms.
Introduction
With the rapid development of 3D digital scanning and modeling techniques, triangular meshes are now the dominant representation for 3D digital scenes. Computer graphics and digital geometry processing require various algorithms to effectively generate and edit 3D digital models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . As a traditional art form, reliefs bridge the gap between two-dimensional painting and three-dimensional sculpting. Nowadays, various types of reliefs are widely used to adorn shapes in the design of jewelry, industrial packaging, modern pieces of art, etc. [8] . However, the creation of complex reliefs is traditionally a time-consuming and tedious task. Advanced rapid prototyping technologies such as 3D printing [9, 10] , which can be used to make a 3D object of almost any shape or geometry, can simplify the generation of reliefs.
According to their thickness, reliefs can be categorized into two main forms: high-reliefs (also called alto-relievo) which elevate perceptibly from a surface, and bas-reliefs (also called basso-relievo) which only rise to a minimal extent from a background [8] . Most research has focused on basrelief generation, whilst little work has been done on high-relief generation. Many existing algorithms can only generate a single form of relief [8] , either basrelief or high-relief [11, 12] . It is obviously difficult and inconvenient for users to use two independent systems and sets of parameters if they wish to generate both types of reliefs from the same model: separate systems use different control parameters. Apart from reducing the user burden, another aim in constructing a unified framework is to find a detail-preserving method that is applicable to both bas-and high-relief generation.
We present a novel scheme for synthesizing digital reliefs which incorporates a geometric texture richness measure into the relief generation operation and combines it with z-depth compression techniques [13] . This approach can generate both bas-and high-reliefs via a unified modeling framework while preserving salient 3D shape features in a limited depth range (see Fig. 1 ).
Our main contributions are: • We consider geometric texture richness in the relief generation process, giving a novel relief generation approach.
The geometric texture richness is formulated in terms of variation of curvature, which is related to surface fairness and visual quality [14] . Using geometric texture richness has the advantage of preserving fine details in highly textured regions of complex shapes, whilst those in smoother regions are suppressed during relief generation.
• Bas-reliefs and high-reliefs can be generated in a unified modeling scheme by using an edge relief measure, which combines the geometric texture richness measure and the edge z-depth value.
• An iterative scheme is used, controlled by a parameter from an attenuation function, which prevents self-intersection of the relief and controls its thickness when compressing the original model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The main related work on generating bas-reliefs and highreliefs is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 gives our relief generation algorithm. Experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives some future research directions.
Related work

Bas-and high-reliefs
As a kind of sculpture, reliefs squeeze 3D shapes into a solid piece of material exhibiting a narrow depth range while maintaining as much of the appearance of the full 3D scene as possible, and preserving its salient 3D shape characteristics [8, 15] . There are two types of reliefs, bas-reliefs [15] [16] [17] [18] and highreliefs [19] . High-reliefs contain figures that may stand out far from the flat relief plane, with the most prominent elements being undercut, while basreliefs (or low-reliefs) project the scene elements into a much narrower depth range. Various methods have been proposed to generate bas-reliefs and high-reliefs in recent years. We refer the reader to the survey in Ref. [8] and the references therein.
Bas-relief generation
Shapes in bas-relief are carved within a limited depth range and mimic the 3D scene as much as possible [20] . Recent work on bas-relief generation has focused on achieving a balance between height field compression and shape feature preservation.
Height fields
Cignoni et al. [11] first came up with the idea of using a height field by projecting the geometry of a scene onto the viewing plane.
A linear compression function is determined from the height field. However, this approach fails to preserving the original model's fine details, despite the result looking like a bas-relief. Instead, Zhang et al. [12] first divided the 3D model into a detailed level and a base level. Then they separately compressed the detail and base levels into the viewing plane. This still only partially keeps the fine surface details of the original model.
Gradient-domain filtering
Weyrich et al. [15] , Kerber et al. [21] , Bian and Hu [22] , Zhou and Liu [23] , and Sun et al. [24] have all used gradient coordinates [3] to keep the fine details of original mesh. They first extracted gradient coordinates from the objects in the input 3D scene. Functions were then used to adjust the gradient coordinates to enhance the surface details in the scene. Finally, they solved a sparse system of linear equations with boundary conditions in the height field based on a Poisson partial differential equation. Most of these methods take the 3D model as input and transform it into a height field. This intermediate representation may change the topology of the input and may lose local detail. Recently, based on gradient-based mesh deformation, Zhang et al. [25] have given a method which performs bas-relief generation directly on the triangular mesh.
Detail filtering and enhancement
Ji et al. [16, 17] presented a digital bas-relief modeling method which minimizes the difference between the Laplacian operators applied to the objects in the 3D scene and applied to the basrelief. This method can produce different types of bas-relief, but it synthesizes the bas-relief from normals, not directly from the 3D scenes. Schüller et al. [26] proposed a bas-relief generation scheme which minimizes the difference between the 3D model's normal vectors and the relief's normal vectors. Going further, by considering the influence of illumination on bas-relief appearance, Zhang et al. [18] presented an adaptive method for bas-relief generation from 3D objects. Given certain settings for lighting conditions and material, their method can generate a bas-relief surface to match a desired target appearance.
High-relief generation
Cignoni et al. [11] was also first to propose a method to create high-reliefs. A non-linear compression function is determined by the height field, with small compression for points close to the viewing plane and larger compression for points further from the viewing plane. However, it fails to preserve fine details of the original model while generating highreliefs. Arpa et al. [19] presented a high-relief generation method which maintains the features of the original model. They first selected a number of relevant scene points as attenuation points and moved them to the viewing plane. They then constructed the relief surface from the new positions of the attenuation points and differential coordinates of the original scene.
Comparison
Unlike existing relief creation methods, we give a novel unified method for synthesizing reliefs from 3D scenes, which can be applied to both bas-and highreliefs. Salient fine details of the original models are retained when compressing the depth range of the scene elements. Our geometric texture richness guided relief generation algorithm is introduced in the following sections.
3 Geometric texture richness guided relief generation
Overview
The aim of this paper is to generate both bas-and high-reliefs using a unified modeling framework. The input is a triangular mesh, which can be represented as a three-tuple: M = V , E, F , where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, and F is the set of faces. The type of relief, i.e., whether the target relief is bas-relief or high-relief, can be specified by the user. In order to synthesize reliefs from the input 3D scene, we use a relief generation framework based on energy minimization. The energy function comprises a geometry preservation term and an edge constraint term. The former preserves fine details of the original model. The latter maintains regions with rich geometric texture for bas-reliefs, and preserves both texture rich regions and high, standing out regions for high-reliefs. An edge relief measure is utilized in this energy function to achieve a balance between the geometry preservation term and the edge constraint term.
The motivation for incorporating geometric texture richness into our relief generation algorithm is that fine geometric features in texture rich regions should be preserved as much as possible, whilst those in smoother regions should be suppressed during relief generation. To achieve this, geometric texture richness is incorporated selectively by the edge relief measure. The relationship between geometric texture richness and fine surface details is explained in Section 3.3.1. Subsequently, the edge relief measure is determined by geometric texture richness and edge z-depth. The proposed energy function is then discretized as a sparse linear system which is solved iteratively to determine z coordinates for the relief model. The target compression coefficient for the relief is specified by the user, which determines the scale of the target relief according to artistic needs.
The pipeline of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
Relief generation by energy minimization
Defining the relief generation problem is essential to our method, as we aim to generate both bas-reliefs and high-reliefs through the same function. Our energy minimization function for generating reliefs can be defined as (1) where indicates the mesh Laplacian operator, v and v are the vertices of the corresponding relief model M and input model M , e and e are their respective edges, w denotes the edge relief measure for the 3D scene, and f (w) = (1 − l)w + l. In our method, f (w) and l define the compression range for scene edges: the ratio of the length of an edge of the relief model to the corresponding edge length in the original scene is in the range [l, 1] . An adaptive value for l is generated during iteration: see Section 3. 4 .
Equation (1) shows the two terms that make up our basic relief generation energy minimization function.
The first, ( v − v) 2 dv, is a geometry preservation term, and the other is an edge constraint term. The former preserves fine surface details of the original 3D scene as it ensures that the relief mesh maintains the original mesh's Laplacian coordinates [2, 4] . Previous works use gradient coordinates [3] in a similar geometry preservation term in conjunction with a Poisson partial differential equation [15, [21] [22] [23] [24] , which requires solving a sparse system of linear equations with respect to boundary conditions from M . Our function uses the Laplacian instead of gradients to keep the fine details in a simple manner. Meanwhile, the purpose of the edge constraint term w(e − f (w)e) 2 de is that edges of complex shapes with bigger w always have more fine geometric details and thus should be preserved as much as possible, whilst other edges with smaller w have less surface details and thus may be suppressed during relief generation. Here, an edge constraint, rather than a vertex constraint, is applied. The motivation is that an edge constraint can better prevent self- intersections of the relief, since it can constrain depth relationships of vertices.
Edge relief measure
It is important to select an appropriate edge relief measure w since it defines the degree of fine geometric details to be preserved. In this section, we discuss its definition.
Geometric texture richness measure
Smooth regions of complex surfaces do not have fine details, no matter whether they have low curvature or high curvature. Regions with rich geometric texture, however, always have fine surface details. Thus, we base our geometric texture richness measure on variation in curvature. In general, the higher the richness measure of a region, the finer shape features this region has, and vice versa. This geometric texture richness measure is incorporated in our method in order to preserve regions with high richness and compress those with low richness. Figure 3 illustrates the Bimba model, and others, and their corresponding geometric texture richness maps. Warmer colors in the map indicate higher richness. Regions with higher richness, such as the hair, have more surface details than the regions with lower richness, such as the chest and face. Similar relationships can also be found in the Lion, Pegasus, and Elephant models. The concept of local final richness (LFR) [14] is used in this paper to represent mesh geometric texture richness. To compute LFR, we first calculate the Laplacian of the Gaussian curvature to give the local richness (LR). Thus LR at v i is defined as
where K i is the Gaussian curvature at v i [27] , and D is the mesh Laplacian matrix which can be computed using the discrete exterior calculus [28] . Next, taking into account the visual masking effect explained in Ref. [29] (that is, a textured region can hide geometric distortion much better than a smooth one), LFR is calculated by careful modulation of LR:
where 
Edge relief measure
The height field, also called a range image or depth map, is an essential representation for relief generation technology. According to Ref. [11] , z-depth is significant in high-relief generation. The z-depth measure for each edge e ij is defined as the average z-depth of its endpoints:
Thus, by considering the geometric texture richness measure and the edge z-depth value, the relief measure w ij for each edge e ij can be defined as follows:
where t is the type of relief, t = 1 meaning high-relief and t = 0 meaning bas-relief. From its definition, w ij lies in the interval [0, 1].
Intermediate relief generation
For general 3D scenes, the input data is discretized and represented as triangular meshes. In this section, we discuss discretization of the relief generation energy minimization function in Eq. (1). Firstly, it can be rewritten in discrete form as
where L is the discrete mesh Laplacian operator [2, 4] , given by L(
In the above, v i , v j and v i , v j are vertices of the relief model M and input model M , respectively, w ij is the edge relief measure, and f (w ij ) is calculated as f (w ij ) = (1 − l)w ij + l as explained earlier: if the edge relief measure w ij is higher, f (w ij ) is closer to 1, so edges with high geometric texture richness are preserved when minimizing the relief generation function. On the other hand, if w ij is lower, f (w ij ) will be closer to l, so edges with low texture richness will be compressed during relief generation.
Equation (5) contains geometry preservation and edge constraint terms. By maintaining the Laplacian coordinates of the original model, the first term preserves local fine details in the input 3D scene. Meanwhile, the second term determines edge constraints from the original model. Edges with larger w represent more salient features which should be retained, whilst edges with smaller w may be compressed to a larger degree during relief generation.
During relief generation, while maintaining the topological connectivity of the underlying mesh unchanged, vertex positions are updated based on the solution of a sparse linear system, which we now derive.
For each vertex v i (i = 1, . . . , n), the derivative of the energy E should be zero, so ∂E/∂v i = 0, and therefore:
Given this linear system, we only solve for the z coordinates (using the Intel MKL library [30] ), since reliefs should keep the original vertex x and y coordinates from the input scene, assuming the normal vector of the relief plane to be parallel to the z-axis. Unfortunately, even if we set l to some given fraction, the resulting compression factor of the actual relief with respect to the original scene will be much greater: it is difficult to fully compress the original model into the desired relief. Therefore, we use a modified parameter l and a number of iterations as shown in Algorithm 1. Step 2.1: Calculate edge relief measures w ij for M k−1 ;
Step 2.2: Calculate function values f (w ij );
Step 2.3: Calculate the modified parameter using the
Step 2.4: Solve the sparse linear system (6) to obtain M k and its thickness T k ;
Step 3: Set output model M = M k .
For the iteration step, we set l = 0 initially, which causes the ratio of lengths of all edges of the relief model to their corresponding edges of the original scene to lie in the interval [0, 1]. The intention is that, during relief generation, the relief should be compressed as much as possible while preserving the salient features of the original model to the greatest possible extent. In order to maintain the original surface features, the parameter l is progressively adjusted by the attenuation function h(k) = 1 − 1/2 k−1 . Thus, in the second iteration, l will be 0.5
and edge ratios will be fixed to lie in the interval [0.5, 1]. This will retain the original surface details for l = 0.5, providing smooth compression of the edges. Thus, the iterations reduce loss of salient features from the original model and avoid selfintersections in the relief model. Iteration stops if there is no significant change of thickness. Figure 4 shows bas-and high-relief results for the Elephant model after each iteration. The first two rows show front and top views of the bas-reliefs respectively. The next two rows show the same for high-reliefs. The more iterations are used, the thinner the reliefs become. For this model, after 4 iterations, the thickness of the reliefs remains nearly unchanged. In the bas-relief and high-relief results, parts compress differently, especially the ear and the head, which compress non-homogeneously in the high-relief, demonstrating the effectiveness of Eq. (4).
Compression control
The thickness of the relief produced by the above method may not meet the user's artistic needs for a desired depth range in some cases. Following Ref. [11] , we introduce a compression operation on the relief model above M = {v 1 , . . . , v n } to obtain the final relief model M = {v 1 , . . . , v n }:
where the compression ratio for the z-coordinate is determined by ). When t = 1, the resulting reliefs will be highreliefs, and the compression ratio s i will be in the range [m 2 , m 1 ] which is related to the z-depth of the mesh M . The compression ratio will lead to the lower vertices being much more flat and the higher vertices standing out much more from the flat relief plane.
When t = 0, the reliefs are bas-reliefs, and the compression ratios are defined by the constant m 2 .
However, it is difficult for the user to decide on these two parameters. Therefore, we fix m 1 = m and m 2 = 3m/8 in our experiments, and set the compression ratio s i as s i = v z i (5m/8)t + 3m/8; m 1.
As shown in Fig. 5 , we obtain different results according to the choice of the compression coefficient m, which can be set by the user to meet artistic needs. Figure 5 
Results and discussion
Our algorithm has been implemented on an Intel Core 2 Duo E7500, 2.93 GHz CPU with 2 GB RAM using Microsoft Studio 2005. The proposed energy minimization function is discretized and the resulting linear system is solved iteratively. A compression operation is applied to generate the final reliefs. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we use several models as input and present experimental results and comparisons in the following.
As explained in Section 3, different results can be obtained by varying the user-chosen relief type t and compression coefficient m. In the following, bas-reliefs are generated with m = 0.8 and t = 0, while high-reliefs are generated with m = 0.8 and t = 1. Figure 6 compares results from applying a simple compression method (Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) ) and our method (Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) ). Figure 6 (a) scales the Lucy model to 0.12, whilst Fig. 6(c) scales the Lucy model to 0.32. The reliefs generated by our method are scaled to the same degree. Results in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) are similar to those from a traditional method [11] , and do not preserve the fine details of the original model well. In comparison, our corresponding bas-relief ( Fig. 6(b) ) and high-relief ( Fig. 6(d) ) have more salient features, especially in the head, wing, and the clothes, due to our use of geometric texture richness and iteration. Figure 7 provides another comparison with Ref. [11] . Unlike Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c) , our generated basrelief ( Fig. 7(b) ) and high-relief ( Fig. 7(d) ) maintain geometric texture richness especially in the clothes and base regions.
A comparison with a state-of-art method based on height field compression is presented in Fig. 8 , which compares bas-relief using Ref. [12] (Fig. 8(a) ) and our method (Fig. 8(b) ) for the Lucy model. Our bas-relief has more salient features especially in the head and the clothes. Figure 9 provides a further comparison of these two methods. The bas-relief generated by our method (Fig. 9(b) ) preserves more geometric details. In addition, our corresponding high-relief maintains the appearance even when the viewpoint of the high- Fig. 9 A bas-relief produced using the method in Ref. [12] (a), and bas-relief (b) and high-relief (c) produced using our method, for the Angel model. relief changes. Unfortunately, our iteration-based relief generation method is not optimized for performance, and requires several iterations. It takes 78 s to generate the high-relief and bas-relief for the Lucy model. Table 1 provides statistics and timing for other models presented in this paper. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show bas-relief (upper row) and high-relief examples (lower row) for different models and various materials. We give the front 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a novel scheme for synthesizing controllable digital reliefs, guided by geometric texture richness. Our approach can generate both bas-and high-reliefs via a unified modeling framework. Experimental results indicate that our proposed method is an effective and versatile scheme for generating bas-and high-reliefs. However, our relief generation method is limited to 3D scenes with topological connectivity information, in particular 3D triangular meshes.
It is not applicable to unconnected complex models such as point cloud models.
Our unified framework is a step on the path of addressing the problem of bas-and high-relief generation.
Using this novel framework, users can obtain both types of reliefs from the same 3D model. This approach has widespread potential usage in house decoration and artistic design. Our future research will focus on a robust unified relief generation algorithm with changing lighting and colour.
